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1. Introduction: According to Patou’s theorem, if 

f ( 3T) is holomorphic and bounded in 13 I < 1, then f ( S ) 

possesses radial limits almost everywhere. The result 

was extended by Nevanlinna £8.3 to meromorphic functions of 

bounded characteristic T(r). A question raised by Lohwater 

and Piranian £3j is, if the condition T(r) bounded be re¬ 

laxed to T(r) does not grow faster than so-and-so, can one 

still conclude that some radial limits must exist? 

MacLane answered the question in£5j by the construction 

of the function discussed in the next paragraph. 

Lety64(r) be a given function in £0,1), 0 < /U.(r)'f> oo . 

MacLane constructed in £53 a function P(3 ) meromorphic in 

III < 1, such that T(r, P) £ /A(v) and such that if C is 

any continuous curve in / J| < 1, tending to | $| - 1, 

then the image of C by P is dense on the sphere. Thus 

F(3) has no asymptotic values and in particular no radial 

limits. The construction was of the form F(S ) = §<f (5)) 
where: 

1) f( T ) is holomorphic in | < 1, of slow growth, 

and assumes arbitrarily large values on any curve tending 

to | si. f(T) was constructed as a gap Taylor 

series. 

2) <|3 ( S ) is meromorphic in ISI < ©O , of known 

growth, and such that the image by ^5 of any unbounded 

curve in | SI 00 is dense on the sphere. ^ was con¬ 

structed by specifying the Riemann surface of its inverse 

as a covering of the sphere. 

MacLane in [6] constructed f(S ) geometrically. A 
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simply connected hyperbolic Riemann surface, , was con¬ 

structed using Carathe^odory's theory of kernels, and f(S) 

was defined as the holomorphic function which maps 

| 51 < 1 one-one onto ^ • 

Thus C 53 is a mixed construction, half geometric 

and half analytic. McMillan C7D has constructed a func¬ 

tion <£ analytically which together with the f of 

C5J gives a completely analytic construction of F. 

The <j) of [53 with the f of [63 gives a geometric, 

but composite construction of F. The object of this paper 

is to give a one-step (rather than composite) geometric 

construction of such a function F. We start with the sur¬ 

face onto which the function F( 5 ) maps I 3T | < 1. 

The surface is fairly simple and makes the function 

F( £ ) seem more ’’reasonableThe first step is the proof 

of Theorem 1 and then it will be indicated how a function 

with the same properties (with a slightly weaker condition 

on the growth of T(r)) as those obtained by MacLane can be 

constructed. 

Theorem i: Let JUi?) be a given positive increasing 

function on £0,1) with lim^ ^ ^ ,/£(r) = oo . Then there 

exists a function H(IT) with the following properties: 

(1) H( S’) is, meromorphic in | £ | < 1. 

(2) There exists an expanding set of Jordan curves 

Cn C § I'Si < I ^ , n "Z. 1, for which (3) is 

satisfied and where contains "5 =0 in its 
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interior and Cn+^ contains Cn in its interior. 

Also for any £ > 0 and n ^ n0( 6 ), Cn is con¬ 

tained in the annulus 1 - £ < I J | < 1 and 

separates | 51 a 1 - £ and | J) = 1. 

(3) lim min |H(5 )j » OO ; lim max IHCS" )| a 0. 
n*oo S6G2ntl n->«o ^eogn 

(4) There exists a sequence of positive Tn such that 

Tn t 1 as n f 00 and T( "Cn) < /X( Tn) for all 

n. T(r) is the characteristic of H( 3 ). 

The first part of the argument will be the construction 

of a monotone increasing sequence of hyperbolic Riemann sur¬ 

faces which converge to the kernel ^ = Un where 

JS is hyperbolic and simply connected. Then H( 3“ ) will be 

defined as the function mapping | 3 | < 1 onto j£ and it 

will be shown that H(3 ) has the desired properties. The 

argument is similar to that used by MacLane in C6U . 

2. Construction of the Surface JS : Let $ P $ ^ __ . : — C 'n 1 nal 

be a sequence of positive constants with the following 

properties: 

a) P1 ^ P2* Pl^^ 
P2n > P2n+2* P2n ^ 0 

P2n-l < P2n+l * p2n+l “f * 

In the following will denote the ”W sphere” and 2 the 
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"Z sphere." 

Let an,l» an,2* 

points on | n/| m f 

an, be equally 3Paoed 

(6) ar*s an,k+l - a**g an,k = Jir 
'Z'n 

The choice of arg &n>i is quite without significance, but 

for convenience only we will choose arg an ^ 5 0 for all n 

For each choice of the sequence of positive integers Z/y\ 

we shall construct one surface J ; then we shall pick the 

Z4> to get the result we want. 

Structure of 

1st level: Let be one copy of 5^* and let S^ 

be the disc |W|< will denote the point over w = 0 

in 

2nd level: Denote another copy of by *2^. Let 

¥^ be the arc 

(arg alj2)/4 < arg w (arg a1>2)/2, |w| - 

Slit and along ¥^ and identify the edges of the 

slits so as to form first order branch points over 

w ss ^(arg al,2)/4 and w » ^i(arg ai,2^/^. 

Gall the resulting surface Next slit 
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% * "Hr along Jordan arcs >1 — k ^ running 

from 0 £ through ^]_ to the points of 3?-^ over 

al,k ; 1 £ k £ ^l» such that the Gi,k, 1 ^ h ^ 

are disjoint except for the common end point 0 e and 

satisfy: 

(7) The part of C1#k ,lf k over Iwl < fx 

is-a single Jordan arc joinjng 0 6%^ to a point of 

(8) The part of ^ , 1 < k 6 3^, over |w| > 

is a single Jordan arc joining a point of Y^_ to a point 

of *3^ over some a^>k j 1 - k ^ ^i* 

Along each curve 0^ ^ attach a distinct slit sphere forming 

first order branch points over ai#k, ^ k ^ and a 

^th order branch point at Pg over w = 0. Gall the re¬ 

sulting surface Let Ug be the component of ^2 

over )w| < Pg which contains Pg and define JSQ be 

- Ug. Note that -^g is simply connected and that 

$>• 

5rd level: Let Yo on® arc on the boundary of Uf 

over 

(arg a2#2)/4arg w< (apg a2.2)/2, |w| = f>g. 

Slit 3?g and another copy of denoted by ^“g, along 

^g and identify the edges of the slits so as to form first 

order branch points over 

* = ft e1(are a2»2,/4 and . 3 PE e
i(ars a2,2>/2_ 
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Call the resulting surface °^2 * Slit °^*2 + 9^*2 

along Jordan arcs, Cg^, 1 ^ i Jg, which run from 

°° & ^2 through Y2 to the points of Tfe over ag^* 

1 < k Z'g, such that the Cg^, 1 i <s- J2 are dis¬ 

joint except for their common end point and satisfy: 

(9) The part of Cg 1 is i ^ Jg over Iwl > fg 

is a single Jordan arc connecting 6 ^g to a point 

of ^g. 

(10) The part of Cg. 1 £ i ^ Jg over Iwl < fg 

is a single Jordan arc connecting a point of Y2 to a 

point of over some &2,k’ 1 - k “f* Z'g. 

Let Tg he the ♦ 1 sheeted Rieraann surface associated with 
l/( 4. 1 

the function w 1 x'. Note that if the projection of 

C2ji, 1 £ i < J2, on 2^ is lifted up into Tg, it will 

have no double points. Along each Cg 1 i J^, attach 

a distinct similarly slit copy.of Tg forming first order 

branch points over ag,k> ^ ^ 2 
an^ a branch point 

Pg of order Ng over w = <20 . Denote this surface by 

and note that it is topologically a sphere. Let TJg be the 

component of "3> 3 over |w| > which contains Pg.and 

define to be - TJg. -^g is simply connected and 

J&2 c -^3* 

2n^ level (n>l): Let ^g be QftQ arc on the boundary 

of Ugn_-^ over 

(arg agn-1>g)/4 < arg w 5 (arg a2>g)/2, Iwl = 
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Slit 'Sv- ^ and another copy of °)/h t denoted by ‘^'"gn-l 

along YQ sttd identify the edges of the slits so as to form 

first order branch points over 

w = Pga.-L g1(arS a2n-lj^)/4-and w * pg^ e
i(arS 

Slit the resulting surface, *3^2n-l + alonS Jordan 

arcs ~G2n-l,i* 1 - i^ J2n-1» running from 0 & <74r2n-l through 

^2n-l to the points of U2n_i over 1 ^ k ^ ^an-l* 

such that the Cgn_^ ^ 1 f i J2n-1 are disjoint except 

for the common end point 0 6 ^2n-i and satisfy: 

(9*) The part of C^n-l,!* 1 ^ i ^ J2n-1> over 

|w| < (%n-l is a single Jordan arc joining 0 ‘ a-Bn-l 

to a point of Qn-l’ 

(10^ The part of C2n-1 V 
1 ^ ^ J2n-1» over 

Iwl > f32n-l is a single Jordan arc joining a point 

of ^2n-l to a P°int of U2n.i over some a^n-ljk* 

1-^ k< ^sn-l • 

Let Tgn_^ be the Ngn_-]_ + 1 sheeted Biemann surface associated 

with the function w^/^2n-l * i) and along each C2n-i# ±, 

1 *r i &ttach a distinct similarly slit copy of 

^2n-l forminS first order branch points over agn-]_ ^ , 

1 ir k 1? ^2n-l» and a branch point P2n of order Ngn 

over w a 0f This surface, topologically a sphere, is *c^2n* 

Ugn will denote the component of °^gn over Iwl < Pgn 

which contains Pgn, and *^gn is defined as 3?2n " ^2n* 

-^gn is simply connected and ■^2n-l c ^2n* 
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2n+l^1 level (n>l): The construction is similar to 

the third level. 

Note that for n 2? D. a sheeted branched 

covering of the entire sphere. Furthermore, for n 2 \ 

is the interior of a J or dan curve PQ which lies in ^n+1 

and over |wl =. 

Now let n Z 0. and suppose » 2^1-2 are 

fixed, a vacuous condition if n s 2, . Then is one 

fixed Riemann surface; consider j^n for all choices of 

Z'n-l- Aa Z^i-1 -» -4 converges to its kernel, see 
C4 3 , which is That •‘iPn-l uni<l,ue kernel 

for any subsequence of the Jfor which ^ c*3 

is clear: xi-1 c the branch points 

over form a barrier in the sheets of 4, which are 

contained in 4-i chopping them off at |w| = pn_^• 

The following properties of are the essential 

properties we shall need in what follows: 

(ID 4 c 4 c 4 c.... 
(12) The boundary of a subset of r£a+±> is. 

a Jordan curve rn in 4+i °yer iwi = pn. 

(13) s$n is simply connected. 

(14) £2n+l “ ^2n — points over ,wl ^ p2n+l* 

4n" 4sn-l has no points over lw| < pgn * 

^n+1 determined by ^/j_, 'Z'g, ..., Z^i* 

* • ® • > ~Z^XL—1 are fixed and >n then 

i_s fixed and converges to its kernel 

(15) 



(with respect to PQ) 

Define 

J: lim n cO 
0 - I j°° 0 

is simply connected since it can be exhausted by an in¬ 

creasing sequence of simply connected surfaces. 

The following theorem we shall use is a special case 

of an extension of a theorem of Caratheodory. See C4, p. 

and £6^ . 

Theorem 2: Let Rn, n ^ 1, be a sequence of positive 

numbers such that lin^ ^ Rn Z R > 0 < R ^ cxO. Let 

= i izl < Rn} ^7 = \ |z| < R‘J . Let 

be a sequence of Riemann surfaces over the 

w-plane, each containing a sohlicht disc of radius SQ > 0 

about Q^, where On Is a point of over w s 0. Let 

w = Fn(zi) ]>®. ^eromorphio in and map °3* n one-one onto 

wit*1 Fn(0) 
= Oh an(* Fn’(0) s 1. Let ^(w) be the 

inverse of Fn(z). Then the following two conclusions are 

valid: 

A) .If Fn(z) F(z) subuniformly on , then 

[-*n» O converges to its kernel ;Q J and w a P( z) 
maps 'rfr one-one onto Jt with Q = F(0) and JP< (0) = 1, 
Also n(

w) 5 (w) subuniformly on .JSt and ip the 

inverse of P. 

B) If is a normal family on , and if 
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converges to its kernel a] , then 

Pn(z) -^F(z) subuniformly on and w s P(z) maps 

one-one onto M • Also suhunlformly on 

2 .and is. the Inverse of P. 

Now let w s fn(z) map lzl < r
n 
onto n - 

with fn( 0) s 06^i and fn * (0) « 1. That rn< oo fol¬ 

lows from the fact that is topologically a sphere, 

whioh may be mapped conformally onto the sphere, and 

-*?n = - Un where Un is a whole neighborhood« 

Since is the sohlioht disc of radius P]_, then f^z) s 
-1 

z and r]! s Pi* Also, since g(z) » fn+1 (fn(z)) maps 

|z| < rn into |z| < rn((ll with g(0) = 0, g'(0) = 1, it fol¬ 

lows from Schwarz's lemma that rn <rn+1. 

Now we show that may be chosen so that 

(16) rn < rn-l * ^=x n>1’ 

This follows from part B of Theorem 2, We have r^ * f3^ 

to begin with. -*?2 depends only on call it ^ g(Z'i), 

denote fg(z) by f2(zj and rg by rg(Zj'). Pick a subse- 

quenoe of values of such that rgt^i)—■^R ^ ?i> and 

stick to these values of Then Theorem 2B applies with 

Fn(z) replaced by fg(z; Rn by rg^^), and -<^n by 

j^g(^i). As remarked earlier converges to its 

kernel J1 as o° • Hence to be able to apply Theorem 

2B we need only show that the family fg(zjZ'i) is normal on 

\z\ 4R. 
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To see this consider the disc A of radius p^ about 

- 0 6 . Let j^g(wj 2^1) denote fg "^Cwj T^); the /g(w;2^) 

are defined, holomorphic, and schlicht in A with /^(OjZ/'i) 

= 0, ^2«(0; Z^i> - 1, for all Z/^.. Then by the Koebe l/4 

Theorem the disc |z| < p^/4 is contained in the image of 

A by all the ^g(wj Z/^). Thus £f2(zj is normal on 

|z| < Pi/4 since the family is uniformly bounded there. 

Also ^fg(z} Z^i)§ is holomorphic and schlicht in |z| < P-j_/8 

with f2(0; = 0 ai^d f*2 T (0 j 7^ y) = 1. Again by Koebe the 

disc |w| < p^/32 about P-j. in -^g is contained in the 

image of |z| < f^/8 by all the fg(z; 7S y)» Thus 

£fg(z; Z-^)^ is uniformly bounded away from zero in 

^ P^/8 < |z| < R^ and hence is normal there. Therefore 

£fg(z; is normal on |z| < R. Then by Theorem 2B 

fg(z; 7Sy) -*• fg( z; ©o ). which maps £|z| < R^ onto the 

kernel But from the normalization fg(Ojoo) = o 
and fg’(Ojoo) = 1 it follows that fg(zjoo) = fj.(z) and 

R e r-^. But R was the limit of some of the so we 

may pick 7/^ so that (16) is satisfied if n s 2, 

Now suppose that Z^’ ^ 2ra-l kave been picked 

so that (16) is satisfied for n £ 2ra, then ■'^m+l depends 

only on 2^2m an<^ converges to its kernel -^2m as 7*^c>o 0 

Using similar notation to the case for n s ^ , in order to 

apply Theorem 2B we need only show that the family 

f2m+l^ZJ is noI,mal on lz| < R* 
We will actually only prove normality for a subsequence 

of ^^2m*l^z* ^2m^ and aPPly Theorem 2B to this sub¬ 

sequence. Prom (14) we see that the number of points in 

j^2m^i over w s oO is finite and that each of the points 
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over w s oo, denoted by R^, £ = 1, 2, .L, is contained 

in a > 0 such that the component, V of 

jQ „ , over |w| > a which contains R* is contained in 

j^gm for i s 1, 2, L. The function f2m+i(zj ^2m^ 

maps |z| < r2m+i(Z/2m) onto -^gm+l with f2m+l(°5 ^2m) 

= 06 and fgm+i(0j Z^2m) 
= Since we have already 

chosen there is a fixed fgm(t) which maps |t| «£ r2m 

onto -^gm with fgm(0) = 0 and fgm(0) = 1. Consider the 

functions Sgm+1(tj Z/gm) - which map 

£|tl < rQfr1^ into £|z| < r2mtl(7^gm)} . See diagram: 

These functions g are holomorphic and schlicht in |tl < rgm 

with S2mri(0J^/2m) = 0 and g2ra+1(0j 2Sgm) z 1. Thus 

{g2m+l(tJ Z'km)} is normal in £|t| < r2m^ and we may 

pick out a subsequence which actually converges subuniformly 

to a schlicht function ggm+i( t j ^>0). We will also denote 

this subsequence by ^ggm+i( tj ^gm)} and the corresponding 
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subsequence of the fgm+iU; 2S2m) h7 £f2m+l(z» "Z^m^ * 

and from now on we will only consider these subsequences. 

Let ti s 6111(1 zi = Sgm*l^i5 o°) for i « 1» 2, ..., L. 

Choose b>0 such that the image of £|t - tjj^b$ by f2m(t) is 

contained in for i s 1, 2, ..., L. Also since g2m+l(-b»®0) 

is schlicht, there exists a c >0 and integer such that 

Isfem+l^i* ^2m^ ^ o for ^ M-^ and i ■ 1, * 2, • L. 

Then by the Koebe l/4 Theorem there exists an integer 

Mg £ M^ such that £|z - z±\ < lr(bo/4)J is contained 

in the image of £|t - t^l < bj by g2ra+l(
t» ^2ra) for 

2^2m ^ Mg and i s 1, 2, ..., !*• Thus £f 2m+l(z» 2m)3 

is uniformly bounded away from zero, IJf2m4*l | > a* 

111 tA*l£l2 " zil < W8} for ”Z^2ra > Mg and hence is 

normal there. Now gg^-^z; ^2m^ oonverSes uniformly to 

S2m+l(z50o) as 2/2m->®° on U{si£lz " zil < . 
Thus there exists a d>0 and integer M« <? M2 such that 

-l/ 
)s2m*l(zi» ^2m)|> d for i = 1,2,...,Land Z^2m > M3. 

Clearly there exists an s > 0 such that the component of 

over |w| > s which contains Rj, is contained in the 
2m 

image of £|t - tjj < bcd/l6»£?3 by fgm(t) for i = 1, 2, 

..., L. This means that f2m+l(ZJ ^2m^ is uniformly 

bounded in £zs |z|<R and |z - z^| > bc/16, i s 1, 2, 

..., for 2^2m > Mg and hence is normal there. There¬ 

fore £f2m+l(z» ^/2m^3 is n°rmal in £lzl < R^ . Then ap¬ 

plying Theorem 2B we see that 2>^gm can be chosen so that 

(16) is satisfied for n = 2m ♦ 1. 

The argument for n = 2m +■ 2 will be similar to the 
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above except that the R^’s will be points over w a 0. 

We assume then that the ~7J have been chosen so that (16) 
n 

holds. 

Now we apply Theorem 2B to the sequence of functions 

fnU) and the sequence of surfaces Here 

(17) rnt R < 

and R is finite from (16). As stated previously, , 

the kernel. In order to show that £fn(z)^ is normal let 

w = f'
:'( z) map |zl < R'::” *=• onto with f "'ip) = 0 e 

and f"'(0) si. Then, since C > the functions 

are schlicht and normalized? hn(0) «» 0, b^(0) s 1. Thus 

is a normal family in |z| < R and each of the 

limit functions of this family is a schlicht function 

mapping |z| < R into |z| < R”5*. It follows that the 

family -^(h^ (z))^ = £fn(z)^ is normal in |z| < R. 

Thus from Theorem 2B fnU) -^•f(z) subuniformly on |z| < R 

and w s f(z) maps |z| < R onto with f(0) r 0 

and f«(0) - 1. Thus f* = f and R* -R. 

5. The function H( 3~ ) t For the conclusions of 

Theorem 1 we want to end up with the unit circle, so set 

(18) 3- = z/R H(r ) = f(z) . 

Then w = H( ) maps </ § onto jQ and maps the 
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subdomain Dn of £|3l< !§ onto with H(0) = 

0 ^ and H'(0) > 0. Prom (12) we see that the simply 

connected domain Dn is the interior of a Jordan curve 

Cn C £lSl<l} * Gn 
t:tie imaS® of 1"^, the Jordan 

curve in which bounds s8n and lies over \wl = ^n. 

Now Dn ^ {iTKlJ and the Gn swell out toward |5 | si. 

Note that Tn lies over pn implies 

(19) lim min | H( 3" )| s oc; lim max |H(3T )| = 0. n-»oo 5 e 02ntl «»-»<-> -s s 02n 

Thus we have proved conclusions 1), 2), and 3) of Theorem 

1. 

Now we show that £^/n3 may be Packed so that both 

(16) and conclusion 4) of Theorem 1 holds. If T(r) de¬ 

notes the characteristic of H( 3" ) we see from [[8; p. 179]] 

that 

/.2 rr 
(20) T(r) = \ N(r, e 

'0 

N(r,eie) is defined in [8j p. 167} . L(t) is the length 

of the arcs in 4 over |wj si which are contained in the 

image of IS | < t by H( S’) • Note that Dn, the interior 

of Cn, maps into a finite sheeted Riemann surface. 

Let Xn be the number of sheets in Xn 
tlie maxi“ 

mum number of points of over points of the w-sphere. 

Clearly Xn ia a function of T^^l/Q> •••> 7/n-±‘ Also, 

H’(0) s Rf*(0), and by the Koebe l/4 Theorem applied to the 

±9)d«-w\ 
/A 
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disc £fw| < C J8±, (recall (5).), we see that |H(3 )| < 1 

for | "SI < l/(4R) and hence 

N(r, eiG) =0, 0 4 r l/(4R). 

But 

R - lim _ rn £ r, r n—^ oO n i 

■ oo 

Thus 

(21) T(r) 4 
Anat 
t 

V4( fi-H) '1/4 ( (VD 

= ^ log [4( f*x t D] = A An> 0Sl<r3 C Pn. 

The function 

(22) VJ) = fn(rn3 ) 

maps |3| <1 onto A- As we saw, f^zj-^ftz) subuni- 

formly in |z| -d Rj also rnfR, and therefore Hn( 3 ) 

->f(R3) s H(3 ) subuniformly in |3|* 1. Also 

(23) Hn'(0) = rn, H'(0) = R. 

The composite function K ( 3 ) S E^^nCS) ^ maPs |3| < 1 
i 

one-one onto Dn c £| 31 ^ / 3 with 

V°) = 0, V(0) = 
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Now we need the following lemma. See jjQ for discus¬ 

sion and Li] and L2D for proofs. 

Lemma: Let 2 =K(^ ) be holomorphic in lm<i3 
and map £ j < |^ schlichtly onto a domain D c ^ |z | < M 

with K(0) Z 0, K' (0) = p > 0. There exists a positive con¬ 

tinuous strictly increasing; function h(p), defined on (0,lj , 

such that: h(l) = 1, h(0+) = 0 and 

(24) D D { |Z I < b(p)^ . 

From the lemma it follows that Ln contains the disc 

H| 4 h(rn/R) n > 1. 

Next note that ^ : 1. Then by the properties of ytC(r) 

and h(p) there exists an G > 0 < 6 ^ l/2, such that for 

any R that satisfies 

i*l< R < 

we have 

(25) A <jU.(h (r^R) ). 

Since r2 -> r^ as > o© we may pick a such that 

(26) rg < ^4- 
fel. 

This choice of fixes rg and ^2* Again by the 

properties of /&?) and h(p) there exists an 60, 

2 . 

G < < l/2 , such that for any R satisfying 
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r2 < R - r2 * ^ 2 

we have 

(27) AXS < yU.{h(r2/B) ). 

Then choose Z/Q such that 

(28) r3 rl + ^ 1 

r3 < r2 + € 2 

which. Is possible by (26) and since r^-^-rg as ^2~~*mC>0 • 

Thus X an<^- r<* are fixe<i ajid there exists an 6 3, 
3 v ^ 

<7 

0 4 £3 < l/2 , such that for any R satisfying 

r3 < R 4 r3 + 6 3 

we have 

(29) A X 3 </6£(h(r3/R) ). 

Now pick ^3 such that 

r4 ^ r3 + ^3 

(30) r4 4 r2 * £ g 

'4 4 fl* 61. 

Assume that •***2s/ have been chosen such 
1 M n-\L 

that 

(31) ^ r^ + 6 £ k s 1, 2, n-1. 

Thus Xn and rn are fixed and as before there exists an 
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£ n 0 4 €n < l/2
n, such that for any R which satisfies 

■n 4 R 4 rn + n 

we have 

(32) A An 4 >U(k(rn/R) ) 

We may choose 2/n such that 

(33) Vi < ri * 6 i 

DO 

i 2? 1 , 2 £ • • ©-, n • 

Thus there exists a n = 1, 0 < £n < l/2
n, and a 

^ n = 1 such that 

(34) 4 ^ A = 1, 2, . • •> n-1 j 

Tl S 31 • a • 9 

(35) R s lim 
n«»©o 

r 4. r. f € k 
n k K k ^ 1^ 2, • •. j 

and 

(36) A An 4. y/4 (h (Pn/ty) • 

The point of 6 < l/2n is so that (16) will hold. With 

£n, Z'n* rn> and 
R thus determined, let Tn = h(rn/R). 

Then from (21) 

(37) T(r) 4 A An < /4(V*n/R) ) = /4( Tn), 

£|3|<r}cDn. 

But from the Lemma and the remarks preceding the lemma we 
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see that 

(38) Dn | |5|< h(rn/R)3 , n > 1. 

Combining (37) and (38) we have 

(39) T( Tn) < _/ii( Xn) n 2 h 

That Tn s h(rn/R) ^ 1 follows from the properties of h 
stated in the Lemma* This completes the proof of Theorem 1* 

The fact that H(5‘ ) has no asymptotic values is a 

trivial consequence of conclusion (3) of 'Theorem 1. 

Finally, notice that a similar surface may be constructed 

with the circle of radius . pn centered at an (where an 

is any point of *)4r) rather than at 0 as was done in the 

above construction* If we choose for ^a^^ a dense set 

on the sphere and pick ^ such that p^sJ/0, the image 

by H( ^) of any continuous curve in which 

tends to i ISI - will be dense on the sphere. Hence 

H( ) will have the same properties as those obtained by 

MacLane except for a slightly weaker condition on the growth 

of the characteristic* 
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